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OCIS codes: (000.6800) Theoretical physics, (000.1600) Classical and quantum physics For any given quantum system, it is necessary to know the minimal set of observables whose measurement in a state ψ gives us the whole possible amount of quantum information carried by ψ. This is an important problem of quantum entanglement as well as of quantum information as a whole.
Within von Neumann theory of quantum measurements, all Hermitian observables are supposed to be equally accessible. As far as we know, Wick, Wightman and Wigner were the first who doubted this von Neumann's concept [1] . Later, Hermann [2] stated that definition of a quantum system should include specification of Lie algebra of allowed observables. In about the same time, Wigner [3] and Yanase [4] have defined the so-called skew information as a measure for the amount of information which an ensemble described by a state vector of a statistical matrix contains with respect to the macroscopically measured quantities. In the case of pure states, this measure simply coincides with the variance (uncertainty) of the observables (for further development of the concept of skew information, see [5] ).
These ideas have been used recently to formulate an approach to quantum entanglement (see for review a [6] and references therein). In the present work, we discuss further development of this approach.
Consider a quantum system defined in the Hilbert space H and having the dynamic symmetry given by the Lie group G=SU(H). We define the basic observables, specifying states of the system, as an orthogonal basis of the Lie algebra L associated with the dynamic symmetry group: G=exp(iL).
Let us now note that the same space H can be used to specify states of physical systems with different dynamic symmetry. For example, the three-dimensional Hilbert space, which is usually associated with description of qutrits, can be considered in the context of true qutrits with G= SU(3) [7] as well as in connection with spin-qutrits with reduced dynamic symmetry G'= SU(2) [8] . The former system is characterized by eight basic observables (basis of the su(3) algebra. The latter one is defined by only three basic observables corresponding to the basis of the su(2) algebra. This circumstance causes a certain relativity of quantum information with respect to the dynamic symmetry of quantum system under consideration.
If the variance (uncertainty) of an observable j X is associated with the skew information [4] , then the total
gives the total amount of quantum information inherent in the measurement of all basic observables in a given state.
The quantity (1) 
In turn, the lower bond min V can be associated with the generalized coherent states [9] .
In particular case of two-qubit systems, it is possible to show one-to-one correspondence between (1) and Wootters' ``entanglement of formation" that defines the specific ``entanglement quantum information" [10] . The total variance (1) can be used for quantification of entanglement beyond bipartite systems as well [11] .
Besides that, the concept of quantum information expressed in terms of the quantity (1) has a number of logical advantages. In particular, it allows one to clarify the meaning of Bell's conditions in the theory of quantum entanglement [12] and to establish contact between quantum information and invariant theory in mathematics [13] .
We propose to use the quantity (1) for quantifying quantum information carried by mixed states as well. In this case, an algorithm proposed in [14] can be used together with ``purification" of quantum fluctuations by means of the action of operators from the complexified dynamic symmetry group G c =exp(L⊗ C). This operation is usually associated with the stochastic local operation assisted by quantum communications (SLOCC) [15] . The approach can be easily illustrated in terms of multi-qubit and qutrit systems.
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